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Hanwha Announces New Multi-Directional Cameras at ISC West 

Modular lens design, high frame-rate, WDR, and built in analytics 
represent unprecedented value 

Teaneck, NJ, March 5, 2018 –  At ISC West 2018,  in booth #14079, Hanwha Techwin America, a 

global supplier of IP and analog video surveillance solutions, will announce two new Wisenet 

multi-sensor cameras. The Wisenet PNM-7000VD (2-head) and PNM-9000VQ (4-head) combine 

powerful performance in a small form factor at an affordable price. For maximum adaptability, 

configurable fixed-focus lens/CMOS sensor modules are available in multiple fields of view which 

can be easily installed onsite. 

With high frame-rates (60/30fps), true WDR (Wide Dynamic Range) and a powerful suite of analytics 

built in, the cameras bring a new level of quality and value to the multi-directional camera market. 

Utilizing a single IP address over one cat5 cable requires only one VMS license further reducing the 

cost to install, service, and support. 

“Our latest multi-directional cameras set a new bar for performance,” said Paul Kong, Technical  



 

Director, Hanwha Techwin America. “The modular lens design, together with advanced Wisenet P 

series features like WDR, built-in analytics, and high frame-rates, is significant for the industry.”

A perfect solution for hospitals, schools, and retail, both cameras allow for individual on-screen 

displays and a full suite of video analytics including loitering, directional detection, fog detection, 

tampering, motion detection, and objects entering or exiting an area. Hallway view aspect ratios 

are also supported for monitoring of vertical shaped areas. 

Hanwha Techwin America is a subsidiary of Hanwha Corporation, a South Korean based 

company. Hanwha Techwin is a leading global supplier of solutions for IP and analog video 

surveillance. Building on the company’s history of innovation, Hanwha Techwin America is 

dedicated to providing solutions with the highest levels of performance, reliability and 

cost-efficiency for professional security applications. Visit 

PNM-7000VD

2x 2MP sensors

Key features:  

Up to 60fps for sharp motion capture
Choice of 2.4, 2.8, 3.6 or 6mm field adaptable fixed lenses
True WDR without compromising frame rate
H.265

PNM-9000VQ

4x 2MP or 5MP sensors in any combination
Up to 60fps @2MP and 30fps @5MP
Choice of 2.8, 3.6 or 6mm field adaptable fixed lenses for 2MP sensors
Choice of 3.7, 4.6 and 7mm field adaptable fixed lenses for 5MP sensors
True WDR without compromising frame rate
H.265

About Hanwha Techwin America 

www.HanwhaSecurity.com.  
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